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Look after 
yourself!
Make everyday life easier and enjoy 
complete peace of mind. 

The Renault accessories, specially 
designed for your Renault, make 
your journey simply unique  
every day. 

More innovative, safer and more 
intuitive, they are there to help you 
and allow you to enjoy it.

Get ready for some sensational 
experiences.
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Customise your Talisman to make it 
look even more elegant and original. 
Your vehicle will reveal your true 
personality.
Make your Renault a unique vehicle 
that suits your style.

01 Charismatic 
design
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Exterior
01 Boot spoiler 

Enhances the style of your Talisman and 
underlines its sporty character. 
This extra will make a world of difference.
82 01 593 684 (Saloon)

02 Case for Renault  
hands-free card
Give your hands-free card a unique look and 
take the Talisman experience to the limit! 
28 5C 729 20R (Glossy white)
77 11 780 545 (Mercury)
77 11 780 549 (Starry black)

Charismatic design

01 02
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01 17" Bayadère wheel rim
Dark Metal
Also available in Metallic Grey
Tyre: 225/55 R 17 97 V.
82 01 628 858 (Wheel rim)
40 31 520 85R (Centre cap)

02 17" Bayadère wheel rim
Black
Tyre: 225/55 R 17 97 V.
82 01 621 543 (Wheel rim)
40 31 542 14R (centre cap)

03 18" Duett o wheel rim
Erbé Grey diamond cut
Tyre: 245/45 R 18 96 V.
40 30 058 20R (Wheel rim) 
40 31 559 31R (Centre cap)

04 19" Alizarine wheel rim
Erbé Grey diamond cut
Tyre: 245/40 R 19 98 V.
40 30 027 11R (Wheel rim) 
40 31 559 31R (Centre cap)

05 19" Alizarine wheel rim
Black diamond cut
Tyre: 245/40 R 19 98 V.
82 01 621 552 (Wheel rim)
40 31 520 85R (Centre cap)

Wheel rims
Assert your personality with the exclusive range of Renault wheel rims.
For a stylish look and safety without compromise.
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Charismatic design

Interior
01 Illuminated door sills

Protect the lower door styling of your 
Talisman. The timer-controlled white 
light, as soon as you open the doors, 
accentuates the modern design. 
Set of four sills for the front and rear.
82 01 593 685

02 Stainless steel boot sill
Cover and protect the rear bumper with 
an aesthetically appealing and made-
to-measure accessory. Made of stainless 
steel, it adds a designer touch to the rear 
of your vehicle.
82 01 626 490 (Saloon) 
82 01 626 493 (Estate) 
82 01 626 494 (With tow handle - Estate)

01 02

02
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Enjoy personalised protection 
that's made to last. 
Renault fittings are both attractive 
and functional perfectly adapted 
to the passenger compartment of 
your Talisman.
Driving has never been as 
comfortable and relaxed.

02 Everyday 
protection
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Glazing
01 Tinted films - Rear

These tinted films contribute to the comfort, 
safety and style of your vehicle. They protect 
you from prying eyes and from sunlight, 
keeping the cabin cool and safeguarding 
the original colours. Compliant with safety 
regulations, they adapt to the windows of 
your Talisman and provide lasting protection. 
Available for all rear windows, except the rear 
screen.
82 01 626 486 (Saloon)
82 01 626 489 (Estate)

02 Sun visor
They provide screening and optimum 
protection from sunlight. 
Easy to install and remove. 
Available for all rear windows and rear screen.
82 01 628 881 (full pack - Saloon)
82 01 628 890 (full pack - Estate)

03 Air deflectors - Front
Enjoy total comfort when driving with the 
windows partly open, avoiding air turbulence 
and draughts. 
Designed to measure for your vehicle.  
Resistant to car wash rollers and bad weather.
82 01 622 921 (set of 2 deflectors)

01

02 03

Everyday protection
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On-board 
experience

Covers

01 Hanger on headrest
Very useful for carefully hanging your clothes 
from the back of the front seat. Removable 
and easy to install, it will soon become an 
everyday essential. Its chrome finish makes it 
both elegant and attractive.
77 11 578 137

02 Smoker's kit
Essential for keeping your vehicle clean. 
Includes an ashtray and cigarette lighter.
82 01 375 535

03 Bodywork protective cover
To protect the bodywork effectively against 
scratches and bad weather.
77 11 428 239

01 02 03
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Boot layout
01 Boot liner

Ideal for easily carrying a range of products, 
particularly dirty items. 
Effectively protects the original carpet, 
perfectly adapted to the shape of the boot 
in your vehicle. It is practical The semi-rigid 
material and raised edges make it easy to fit 
and clean. 
82 01 622 902 (Saloon)
82 01 626 485 (Estate)

02 Storage nets
Tailored to the vehicle's dimensions, these 
nets hold objects in place in the boot while 
the car is moving.
77 11 422 533 (Horizontal)
77 01 227 502(Vertical - Saloon)
77 11 227 502 (Vertical)01

02 02

Everyday protection
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05 EasyFlex modular 
boot protection
Essential for protecting the boot of your 
Talisman, it is easy to fold and unfold, 
adapting perfectly to the position of the 
rear seats by covering the entire boot 
area. Highly practical, both for daily use 
and for leisure activities.
82 01 643 594 (Estate)

04 Partition grille
A true separation between the boot 
and the cabin, for increased comfort. 
Convenient for transporting your pets
82 01 612 812 (Estate)

03 Boot organiser
Divide your vehicle’s boot to make it easy 
to organise and keep objects in place as 
you drive. 
Removable and easy to fit, it adapts to 
objects of different sizes with a divider 
and strap designed to slide along the rails.
82 01 626 489 (Estate)

03 04

05 05
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Everyday protection

Floor mats

01 Boot mat - Reversible
Superior quality, easy to maintain and practical, 
it will become an everyday essential.
This reversible textile-rubber mat is suitable  
for all types of use. 
82 01 626 486 (Saloon)
82 01 626 489 (Estate)

02 Premium textile floor mat
Treat yourself with the quality of top-of-the-range 
materials. Premium carpet and finish 
82 01 599 663

03 Rubber floor mat
Watertight and easy to maintain, it provides 
full protection for the cabin floor.  
82 01 618 021 

Add a touch of additional protection 
to your vehicle. 
Personalised and made to measure, 
they guarantee the highest level 
of quality, safety and durability.  
The floor mats are quick to fit thanks 
to the safety clips. 
Each pack contains four mats, 
providing maximum protection for 
the cabin floor.
To provide lasting protection for  
your boot, choose the reversible  
boot mat.

01

02

03
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Live your passions to the full!  
Ever quicker to install and easier 
to use, Renault accessories meet 
advanced safety requirements.  
They are as simple as they are clever. 
With Renault, you can take anything 
you want, where you want, and travel 
in total freedom.

03
Transport  
more items, 
more effectively
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Carry more, more effectively

Towing
01 Retractable towbar pack*

Folds away in a single movement, ready in 
a few seconds, no tools or effort required. 
Invisible when folded under the bumper, 
it respects the design of your Talisman. 
A genuine Renault accessory, it is fully 
compatible with your vehicle, avoiding any 
risk of deformation. Communicates with the 
vehicle's ESP anti-skewing control to ensure 
the maximum level of stability and safety  
when towing. 
77 11 780 347 (13 pin - Saloon)
77 11 780 833 (13 pin - Estate)

02 Swan neck towbar pack*
This lets you safely tow or carry any 
equipment: bicycle rack, trailer, boat, caravan, 
professional equipment, etc. A genuine 
Renault accessory, it is fully compatible with 
your vehicle, avoiding any risk of deformation. 
Communicates with the vehicle's ESP anti-
skewing control to ensure the maximum level 
of stability and safety when towing. Removable 
with tools.
77 11 780 346 13 pin - Saloon)
77 11 781 638 (13 pin - Estate)

03 Coach bicycle rack 
towbar-mounted
Quick to attach to the towbar, it lets you carry 
up to 3 bikes safely and easily Folds and tilts  
to facilitate access to the boot.
77 11 780 884 (2 bikes - 13 pins)
77 11 780 885 (3 bikes - 13 pins)

01

01

02 03
* Not compatible with automatic boot opening (ETA).
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Roof storage
01 Aluminium roof bars 

QuickFix
Easy to install with the fast QuickFix mounting 
system. To fit a bicycle rack, ski rack or roof 
compartment, increasing the vehicle's roof 
storage capacity. The bars meet advanced safety 
and resistance requirements. 
Sold in pairs with anti-theft system. 
82 01 579 994 (On roof - Saloon) 
82 01 579 996 (On longitudinal roof bars - Estate)

02 Ski/snowboard rack
Easy to use, for safely carrying all kinds of skis 
and snowboards on the roof of your Talisman 
in complete safety. 
77 11 420 778 (4 pairs of skis / 2 snowboards)
77 11 420 779 (6 pairs of skis / 4 snowboards)

03 Proride 80 bicycle rack
Quick to attach to the roof bars, with no 
adjustment necessary, it lets you carry one  
bike safely and easily.
77 11 577 325 (1 bike)

04 Rigid roof locker
Increase your vehicle’s loading capacity for 
travel without compromises! Practical, robust 
and attractive – it has all the qualities required 
for your satisfaction. Secured with a lock in 
order to protect your possessions inside.
Colour: glossy black.
Different sizes available according to your 
needs.
77 11 575 525 (480 l)

01

03

02

04
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Experience more sensations  
on board with high-performance 
multimedia solutions. 
So every journey becomes  
an intense experience.

04 Multimedia 
experience
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Telephony Video
01 Portable smartphone 

holder - On air vent - 
Magnetic
Make full use of your smartphone
in complete safety when you are driving.
Small and discreet, the holder matches 
the design of your vehicle. The magnetic 
system lets you simply attach your 
smartphone to the air vents of your vehicle. 
It can be easily moved from one vehicle 
to another.  
77 11 784 774

02 Nextbase Duo Cinema 
DVD player
For a pleasant drive, fit your vehicle  
with a portable DVD video player.  
The independent 10.1” screens let your 
rear passengers watch their favourite 
videos during the journey. For easier use,  
it includes a socket to copy content from  
all your appliances.
Easy-to-use headrest mounting system.
77 11 783 362

03 Nextbase 10” tablet
Make travelling easier and let your 
passengers watch multimedia content 
comfortably with a large 10.1” screen 
of surprising image quality. Its shock-
resistant mount lets you install it quickly 
and safely.
77 11 783 363

04 Nextbase tablet holder
Fun and entertainment during long 
journeys! Easy to mount on a headrest,  
it lets rear passengers view tablet content 
in comfort.
77 11 783 364

01

02 03 - 04

Multimedia experience
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01

Audio
01 Focal Music  

Premium 6.1 
speaker pack
Onboard Hi-Fi for Premium  
Hi-Fi sound! 
This pack is the gold standard 
for in-car audio systems. Detail, 
clarity and power, add rhythm 
to your journeys and experience 
maximum listening pleasure!
This 6-speaker pack (2 tweeters,  
2 front speakers, two rear  
speakers), a subwoofer and  
remote control.
77 11 579 537
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Travel anywhere with peace of mind. 
Hard-wearing and easy to use, 
the accessories specifically designed 
by Renault for your Renault 
guarantee your peace of mind in  
any conditions.

05 Peace 
of mind
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Peace of mind

Anti-theft  and 
surveillance

Driving
assistance

01 Alarm
Perimetric and volumetric protection
discourages any att empts to steal your 
Renault or any items in the passenger 
compartment. Anti-lift  module also 
available.
82 01 619 465

02 Front parking sensors
Essential for relaxed parking manoeuvres. 
With its four fully integrated sensors, 
the system is able to detect any obstacles 
in front of or behind the vehicle. You are 
alerted by an audible warning that can be 
turned off .
82 01 537 464 

03 Rear view camera
Make light work of manoeuvres!
In reverse gear, view the area behind your 
vehicle directly on the navigation screen.
The guide lines, superimposed on the 
image, allow you to evaluate your distance 
from obstacles and anticipate the 
trajectory.
82 01 673 453 (Saloon)
82 01 673 455 (Estate)

01

02 03
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Child safety seats
01 Isofix Duoplus child seat

Essential for guaranteeing optimum protection and safety for children from 
nine months to four years old during your journeys. Very comfortable; 3 rake 
adjustment settings, including a sleeping position. Isofix mounting for quick, 
easy installation and maximum safety for your children.
77 11 423 381

0102

Chains
02 Premium Grip snow chains

Fit your car with chains in the winter, so you can drive easily on snow!  
They ensure maximum safety and optimise road-holding in the most  
difficult winter conditions (snow and black ice). Quick and easy to fit thanks  
to compact dimensions and intuitive, self-adjusting assembly. All you need  
for a considerable improvement in driving comfort!
Set of two chains.
77 11 780 256 (R16”)
77 11 780 258 (R17”)
77 11 780 257 (R18” and R19”) 
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Discover a collection of luxury leather 
goods, of refined, original design, to 
accompany you on the road. Immerse 
yourself in excellence, with premium 
materials, quality and elegance. 
All the ingredients to give you the very 
best of Renault.

06 Renault Collection 
Initiale Paris
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Renault Collection 

Initiale Paris
An exclusive range with a unique finish: full grain calfskin leather from Italy, smooth, unveined, featuring touches of plum with 
the Initiale Paris logo. Contrasting cotton lining. Brushed metal features. Zip closure with embossed "I". Hand-finished details.

01 Large bag
Modern and minimalist, it 
features a large interior pocket 
and an exterior pocket to let 
you carry whatever you want. 
Zipped main closure. 
Comes with a cotton 
protective pouch. 
Colour: black / amethyst. 
Dimensions: 50 x 44 x 25 cm. 
77 11 578 406

02 Weekend bag
This model will soon become 
an essential item on your 
travels. Contrasting cotton 
lining, large interior pocket  
and exterior pocket make it 
perfect for a weekend break. 
Comes with a cotton 
protective pouch. 
Colour: black / amethyst. 
Dimensions: 64 x 47 x 28 cm. 
77 11 578 407

03 Briefcase
Designed to hold your 
documents and your laptop, 
this quality item is perfectly 
suited to your travelling 
needs. A range of storage 
areas includes a large interior 
pocket. Its practicality makes 
it an essential tool for your 
professional activity. 
Comes with a removable strap 
and cotton protective pouch. 
Colour: black / amethyst. 
Dimensions: 35 x 28 x 8 cm. 
77 11 578 404

04 Handbag
A contrasting cotton lining 
with large interior and exterior 
pockets make it a well-designed 
accessory for everyday use. 
Zipped main closure. 
Colour: black / amethyst. 
Dimensions: 40 x 37 x 18 cm. 
77 11 578 405

05 Umbrella
Contrasting fabric and braiding in quilted 
polyester. Black glass fibre stem and 
spokes. Handle covered in calfskin leather 
top-stitched with the exclusive Initiale 
Paris logo. Brushed metal features. 
Automatic opening. 
Comes with a matching storage sleeve.  
Colour: black / amethyst. 
Diameter: 110 cm 
77 11 578 408
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06 Smartcard holder
Ideal for storing and protecting 
your hands-free card.  
Zipped main closure. 
Colour: black / amethyst. 
Dimensions: 12.5 x 8 x 2 cm. 
77 11 578 401

07 Card holder
This sophisticated and 
subtle item is indispensable 
due to its front pocket  
and 3 storage spaces at 
the rear.  
Colour: black / amethyst. 
Dimensions: 11.5 x 8 cm. 
77 11 578 402

08 Wallet
Designed to store all your means 
of payment, this accessory 
features a zipped pocket and  
4 compartments. 
Colour: black / amethyst. 
Dimensions: 13 x 9 cm (closed). 
77 11 578 403
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Complete list of accessories 

DESIGN

Exterior
Saloon Estate

8201593684 Boot spoiler page 6
8201655284 Boot spoiler - Ultra Silver -
8201655287 Boot spoiler - Mineral Beige -
8201655289 Boot spoiler - Universal White -
8201655290 Boot spoiler - Metallic Black -
8201655293 Boot spoiler - Metallic Grey -

8201547579 Chrome door mirror shells (set of 2) -
285C72920R Renault hands-free card case - Glossy White page 6
285C72104R Renault hands-free card case - Initiale Paris - Black -
7711780549 Renault hands-free card case - Starry Black page 6
7711780545 Renault hands-free card case - Mercury page 6

Wheels
Saloon Estate

403001119R 16" Sequence alloy wheel - Metallic Grey -
403005516R 17" Bayadère alloy wheel - Metallic Grey -
8201628858 17" Bayadère alloy wheel - Dark Metal page 7
8201621543 17" Bayadère alloy wheel - Black page 7
403005820R 18" Duetto alloy wheel - Erbé Grey with diamond cut page 7
403002711R 19" Alizarine alloy wheel - Erbé Grey with diamond cut page 7
8201621552 19" Alizarine alloy wheel - Black with diamond cut page 7
8201549247 19" Maracaibo alloy wheel -
7711239101 Anti-theft locking nuts for alloy wheels - 4 bolts -
7711239099 Anti-theft systems for steel wheels - 4 bolts -
7711239104 Anti-theft systems for alloy wheels - 16 bolts and 4 anti-theft devices -
403150709R Renault centre cap - Dark Grey with chrome surround -
403155931R Renault centre cap - Erbé grey page 7
403152085R Renault centre cap - Black with chrome surround page 7
403154214R Renault centre cap - Black page 7

Interior
Saloon Estate

8201626490
8201626493 Boot sill - Stainless steel page 8
8201626494 Boot sill - Stainless steel - For retractable towbar page 8

8201593685 Illuminated door sills - Stainless steel - Front and Rear (set of 4) page 8
7711781639 Door sills - Aluminium - Front and Rear (set of 4) -

COMFORT AND PROTECTION

Glazing
Saloon Estate

8201628881 8201628890 Sun visor - Full pack (set of 5) page 12
8201628878 8201628882 Sun visor - Rear side windows (set of 2) -
8201516141 8201629680 Tinted films - Rear (set of 5) page 12

8201622921 Air deflectors - Front (set of 2) page 12
8201622925 Air deflectors - Front and rear - Chrome (set of 6) -

On-board experience
Saloon Estate

7711578137 Hanger on headrest page 13
8201375535 Smoker's kit (ashtray + cigarette lighter) page 13

Covers
Saloon Estate

7711428239 Protective cover - PER4 page 13
7711780553 Protective cover - PER4 Initiale Paris -

Boot fittings
Saloon Estate

8201622902 8201626485 Boot liner page 14
7711422533 Storage net - Horizontal page 14

7711227501 7711227502 Storage net - Vertical page 14
8201643594 EasyFlex modular boot protection page 15
8201701150 Commercial vehicle conversion -
8201669726 Boot organiser page 15
8201612812 Partition grille page 15

Floor mats
Saloon Estate

8201599663 Textile floor mats - Premium (set of 4) page 16
8201599703 Fabric floor mats - Premium Initiale Paris (set of 4) -
8201618021 Rubber floor mats (set of 5) page 16

8201626486 8201626489 Reversible boot mat page 16

Bodywork protection
Saloon Estate

8201212479 Standard mudguards - Front or rear (set of 2) -
7711574925 Clean box (3 cleaning products, 1 polishing product and 2 microfibre cloths) -

TRANSPORT

Towing
Saloon Estate

7711780347 7711780833 Retractable towbar pack (towbar + wiring harness) - 13 pin page 20
8201535051 8201604301 Retractable towbar -
8201609223 8201623545 Retractable towbar wiring harness -
7711780346 7711781638 Swan neck Towbar pack (coupling, attachment kit, wiring harness) - 13 pin page 20

8201535045 Attachment kit for swan neck towbar -
8201535042 Swan neck towbar coupling -

8201609222 8201623543 Swan neck towbar wiring harness -
7711226912 Towbar wiring harness adaptor (13/7 pin) -
7711577326 Express Hang-on bicycle rack - On towbar - 2 bikes -
7711577333 Europower 915 electric bicycle rack - On towbar - 2 bikes (13 pin) -
7711780884 Coach bicycle rack - On towbar - 2 bikes (13 pins) page 20
7711780885 Coach bicycle rack - On towbar - 3 bikes (13 pins) page 20
7711780886 Coach bicycle rack - Extension for 3+1 bikes -
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All Renault accessories are covered by a one-year warranty.
Please contact a Renault dealer if you would like to include them in your finance plan. 

Roof storage
Saloon Estate

8201579994 QuickFix aluminium roof bars - For roof panel (set of 2) page 21
8201579996 QuickFix aluminium roof bars - For longitudinal roof bars (set of 2) page 21

7711421178 Roof bar adaptor for bicycle/ski rack - Aluminium -
7711577325 Proride 80 bicycle rack - On roof bars - 1 bicycle page 21
7711420778 Ski rack - 4 pairs of skis/2 snowboards page 21
7711420779 Ski rack - 6 pairs of skis/4 snowboards page 21
7711575524 Rigid roof locker - 380 L - Glossy black -
7711575525 Rigid roof locker - 480 L - Glossy black page 21
7711575526 Rigid roof locker - 630 L - Glossy black -
7711578086 Urban Loader modular roof locker - Adjustable 300-500 L - Grey -

MULTIMEDIA

Telephony
Saloon Estate

7711784775 Portable smartphone holder - Dashboard-mounted - Magnetic -
7711784774 Portable smartphone holder - Vent-mounted - Magnetic page 24

Video
Saloon Estate

7711783362 NEXTBASE Duo Cinema DVD player page 24
7711783363 Nextbase 10” tablet page 24
7711783364 Nextbase tablet holder page 24

Audio
Saloon Estate

7711579699 Focal Music Premium 8.1 speaker pack (2 tweeters, 2 front, 4 rear, 1 subwoofer) -
7711579537 Focal Music Premium 6.1 speaker pack (2 tweeters, 2 front, 2 rear, 1 subwoofer) page 25
7711578132 Focal Music Live 4.0 speaker pack (2 tweeter speakers, 2 front or rear) -
7711575880 Focal Music Drive 2.0 speaker pack (2 front or rear)

SAFETY

Anti-theft and surveillance
Saloon Estate

285977147R & 285C72920R Renault hands-free card - Glossy White case -
8201619465 Alarm - Perimetric and volumetric with anti-lift system page 28

Driving assistance
Saloon Estate

8201537464 Parking sensors - Front - 4 sensors page 28
8201673453 8201673455 Rear-view camera page 28

Child safety seats
Saloon Estate

7711427434 Babysafe Plus baby carrier - Group 0+ -
7711427427 Isofix base for Babysafe Plus baby carrier -

7711423381 Isofix Duoplus child seat - Group 1 page 29
7711423382 Kidplus child seat - Group 2-3 -
7711422951 Isofix Kidfix child seat - Group 2-3 -

Chains
Saloon Estate

7711780257 Premium Grip Snow chains - Size 90 - R18 & R19 (set of 2) page 29
7711780258 Premium Grip Snow chains - Size 100 - R17 (set of 2) page 29
7711780256 Premium Grip Snow chains - Size 80 - R16 (set of 2) page 29
7711578482 Standard Snow chains - 7 mm - Size 102 - R17 (set of 2) -
7711578481 Standard Snow chains - 7 mm - Size 100 - R16 (set of 2) -
7711578472 Standard Snow chains - 9 mm - Size 102 - R16 (set of 2) -
7711578655 Snow socks - Size 83 - R17 & R19 (set of 2) -
7711578654 Snow socks - Size 82 - R16 & R18 (set of 2) -

Emergency and signalling
Saloon Estate

7711780759 Safety kit (vest, warning triangle, first aid kit) -
7711419386 1 kg fire extinguisher -
8201589769 Fire extinguisher binding -

RENAULT COLLECTION

Initiale Paris
Saloon Estate

7711578401 Initiale Paris Smartcard holder page 33
7711578402 Initiale Paris Card holder page 33
7711578403 Initiale Paris Wallet page 33
7711578404 Initiale Paris Briefcase page 32
7711578405 Initiale Paris Handbag page 32
7711578406 Initiale Paris Large bag page 32
7711578407 Initiale Paris Weekend bag page 32
7711578408 Initiale Paris Umbrella page 32

Miniatures
Saloon Estate

7711780842 Talisman Saloon - Brown - Scale 1:64 -
7711780843 Talisman Saloon - Grey - Scale 1:64 -
7711780844 Talisman Saloon - Black - Scale 1:64 -
7711780845 Talisman Saloon boxed set - Brown, grey and black - scale 1:64 -
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Every precaution was taken to ensure this publication was accurate and up-to-date when printed. This document was created using pre-production and prototype models. In line with its policy of continuous product improvement, Renault 
reserves the right to change the specifications, vehicles and accessories described and featured at any time. Any such changes are communicated to Renault dealers as quickly as possible. Depending on the country of sale, certain versions 
may differ and certain equipment may be unavailable (as standard, as an option or as an accessory). Please contact your nearest dealer for the latest information. For technical printing reasons, the colours featured in this document 
may differ slightly from those of the actual paintwork or interior trim. All rights reserved. Reproduction in any format and by any means of all or part of this publication is prohibited without prior written authorisation from Renault. 
Renault s.a.s. French simplified joint-stock company, share capital: €533,941,113 / 13-15 quai Le Gallo - 92100 Boulogne-Billancourt Cedex - T.C.R. Nanterre B 790 129 987 / Tel: +33 (0) 810 40 50 60
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Extend the Renault Talisman experience 
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